
Created on Thursday 04 January, 2007

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 209
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-209

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 04 January, 2007

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 210
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-210

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 211
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-211

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 223
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-223

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 224
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-224

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 225
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-225

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 300
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-300

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 301
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-301

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3032
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3032

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3033
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3033

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 304
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-304

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 307
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-307

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 309
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-309

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 310
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-310

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 312
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-312

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 320
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-320

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 321
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-321

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 322
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-322

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3325
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3325

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3326
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3326

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3328
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3328

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3345
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3345

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3346
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3346

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3347
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3347

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3348
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3348

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 334
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-334

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 335
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-335

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 336
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-336

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 349
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-349

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 350
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-350

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 351
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-351

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 352
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-352

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 353
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-353

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 3607
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3607

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3608
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3608

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3609
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3609

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 367
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-367

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3685
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3685

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3687
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3687

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3688
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3688

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3689
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3689

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 368
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-368

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 369
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-369

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3713
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3713

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3756
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3756

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 3782
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-3782

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 400
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-400

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 407
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-407

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 414
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-414

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 415
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-415

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 433
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-433

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 434
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-434

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 435
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-435

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 436
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-436

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 437
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-437

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 444
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-444

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 445
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-445

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 469
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-469

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 471
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-471

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 472
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-472

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 498
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-498

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 500
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-500

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 502
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-502

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 504
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-504

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 517
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-517

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 518
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-518

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 519
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-519

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 550
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-550

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 552
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-552

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 553
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-553

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 554
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-554

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 561
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-561

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 562
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-562

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 563
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-563

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 601
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-601

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 602
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-602

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 603
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-603

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 604
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-604

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 605
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-605

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 632
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-632

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 642
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-642

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 644
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-644

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 666
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-666

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 676
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-676

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 677
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-677

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 699
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-699

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 700
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-700

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 701
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-701

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 702
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-702

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 721
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-721

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 722
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-722

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 725
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-725

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 726
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-726

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 727
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-727

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 738
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-738

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 739
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-739

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 740
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-740

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 741
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-741

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 742
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-742

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 743
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-743

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 744
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-744

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Cotton a Broder 107

Cotton a Broder #25 745
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-745

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 746
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-746

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 758
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-758

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 760
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-760

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 761
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-761

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 762
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-762

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 775
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-775

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 776
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-776

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 782
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-782

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 783
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-783

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 792
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-792

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 793
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-793

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 794
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-794

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 796
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-796

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 797
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-797

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 798
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-798

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 799
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-799

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 800
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-800

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 801
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-801

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 809
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-809

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 813
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-813

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 815
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-815

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 818
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-818

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 819
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-819

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 820
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-820

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 822
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-822

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 823
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-823

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 827
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-827

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 828
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-828

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 840
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-840

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 841
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-841

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 842
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-842

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 892
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-892

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 893
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-893

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 894
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-894

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 895
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-895

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 898
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-898

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 899
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-899

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 900
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-900

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 902
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-902

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 909
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-909

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 911
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-911

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 912
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-912

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 919
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-919

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 920
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-920

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 921
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-921

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 930
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-930

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 931
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-931

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 932
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-932

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 938
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-938

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 943
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-943

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 945
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-945

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 946
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-946

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 947
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-947

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 948
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-948

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 950
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-950

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 954
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-954

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 955
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-955

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 958
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-958

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 959
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-959

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 964
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-964

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 995
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-995

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 996
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-996

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 B5200
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-B5200

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 WHITE
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-WHITE

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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Cotton a Broder #25 ECRU
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-10725-ECRU

Finest long fiber cotton. During the manufacturing
process, the cotton is combed, singed by flamed and
mercerised crfating its beautiful finish. The end result
does not knot, kink or fluff and is soft and gentle to
the touch. The thread is made up to 4 non-divisible
strands. DMC Broder Special is ideal for very delicate stitches
such as openwork, cutwork, scallop, tent stitch, as well as for
fine motifs such as monograms and initials. It is especially
suited for embroidering household linen. 32mt. skeins. Size
#25

Price: € 3.45 (incl. VAT)
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